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Abstract. As the optogenetic field expands, the need for precise targeting of neocortical circuits only growsmore
crucial. This work demonstrates a technique for using Solidworks® computer-aided design (CAD) and readily
available stereotactic brain atlases to create a three-dimensional (3-D) model of the dorsal region of area visual
cortex 4 (V4D) of the macaque monkey (Macaca fascicularis) visual cortex. The 3-D CADmodel of the brain was
used to customize an 8 × 6 Utah optrode array (UOA) after it was determined that a high-density (13 × 13) UOA
caused extensive damage to marmoset (Callithrix jacchus) primary visual cortex as assessed by electrophysio-
logical recording of spiking activity through a 1.5-mm-diameter through glass via. The 8 × 6 UOA was custom-
ized for optrode length (400 μm), optrode width (≤100 μm), optrode pitch (400 μm), backplane thickness
(500 μm), and overall form factor (3.45 mm × 2.65 mm). Two 8 × 6 UOAs were inserted into layer VI of macaque
V4D cortices with minimal damage as assessed in fixed tissue cytochrome oxidase staining in nonrecoverable
surgeries. Additionally, two 8 × 6 arrays were implanted in mice (Mus musculus) motor cortices, providing early
evidence for long-term tolerability (over 6 months), and for the ability to integrate the UOA with a Holobundle light
delivery system toward patterned optogenetic stimulation of cortical networks. © 2017 Society of Photo-Optical

Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.NPh.4.4.041502]
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1 Introduction
The burgeoning field of optogenetics is increasingly branching
into new areas of the brain and is expanding into new species of
study, which in-turn requires device engineers to be able to
respond rapidly with customized optrodes to meet these chang-
ing needs.1–4 In the absence of a large catalog of previously built
intracortical probes for light delivery as reference, it was neces-
sary to develop a method to target specific areas of the brain and
laminae of the cerebral cortex, which was also applicable to a
wide variety of animals, by taking advantage of commercially
available brain atlases to reduce the need for live animals. The
current de facto standard for intracortical light delivery is a fiber
optic-coupled cannula from makers such as Thorlabs.5 Several
different methods have been created to deliver light to larger
volumes of tissue and to target specific neocortical regions.6–9

Arrays of cannulae get too cumbersome and are difficult to fab-
ricate and insert, so research groups have devised arrays to illu-
minate tissue.10

The goal of this study was to develop a method of custom-
izing Utah optrode array (UOA)’s using Solidworks® to model a
brain’s region of interest in three-dimensions (3-D). A major
benefit of this work was to reduce the number of animals needed

for experimentation by virtually implanting a 3-D model of a
UOA into the brain’s region of interest 3-D model. The method
demonstrated in this study is easily transferred to any animal
species or anatomical region in which an atlas has been created;
the atlas only needs to have individualized anatomical plates
from optical images, computer tomographic scan, magnetic res-
onance images, etc, which can be converted into .jpg images and
imported into Solidworks®. Stereotaxic measurements were
used in this study’s 3-D models, but any reference dimensions
could have been used to create the brain’s region of interest 3-D
model. Figure 1 provides a schematic overview of the stereotac-
tic method for customizing UOAs.

2 Methods
The foundation for this work was laid using a 13 × 13 high-
density 6 mm × 6 mm UOAwith 1.5-mm-long/square optrodes
as shown in Fig. 2, which was largely based upon prior work by
this group to create an optical array based on the widely used
Utah electrode array.11–15 This prototype 13 × 13 device caused
significant tissue damage in marmoset (Callithrix jacchus) vis-
ual cortex, so it was determined that it was necessary to design a
more suitable array for small nonhuman primates and small
rodents using a Solidworks® 3-D computer-aided design
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(CAD). From the 3-D brain model, an 8 × 6 UOAwas designed
and modeled to target individual laminae within the neocortices
of small animals, and the UOA model was fabricated using
wafer-scale microfabrication techniques.12 The customized
8 × 6 device was then inserted into two macaque monkeys
(Macaca fascicularis) during nonrecoverable surgeries to assess
the acute tissue damage caused during the implantation process.
Two 8 × 6 devices were later inserted into two C57BL/6 wild-
type mice (Mus musculus) during recoverable surgeries with
excellent long-term tolerability.

2.1 Marmoset (Callithrix jacchus)

To assess cortical damage caused by the array, a single marmo-
set that was undergoing an acute electrophysiological recording
procedure for unrelated experiments was implanted with a
13 × 13 UOA at the end of the recording session. This reduced
the number of animals needed for the two separate studies. The
unrelated electrophysiological experiments took place in the

right hemisphere, and the UOA was inserted into the left
hemisphere.

2.1.1 Prototype high density 13 × 13 UOA with through
glass via

This device was fabricated from fused silica using orthogonal
dicing techniques13 and a ∅1.5 mm through glass via (TGV)
to allow for insertion of a recording electrode through the
UOA. Optrodes were obelisk-shaped with 45-deg pyramidal
tips, 1.5-mm long, 250-μm wide, set at 400-μm pitch, leaving
a gap between them of 150 μm. The backplane was 500 μm
thick and had an outer perimeter of 6 mm × 6 mm. The TGV
was created by grit ablation through a partially completed 13 ×
13 array just prior to wet etching and annealing. The array’s
backplane was masked using Kapton® tape with a 500-μm win-
dow exposed to allow the grit to access the glass for etching. The
array was then placed into a cardboard carrier that supported the
array during the aggressive grit blasting. 25-μm alumina (Al2O3)

Fig. 1 Stereotactic method for customizing UOAs. (a) 3-D CAD brain modeling of macaque V4D using
Calabrese17 atlas plates with highlighted Paxinos16 regions. A 10-mm section of V4D is selected for 3-D
CAD modeling, and the section’s 23 atlas plates have been spaced at 450 μm simulating their location
within the macaque brain. (b) Two 3-D CADmodels of the UOA shown virtually implanted in V4D (13 × 13
array with TGV and a smaller 8 × 6); both devices are shown implanted into the 3-D CAD brain model.
(c) A completed soda-lime glass 8 × 6 UOA, and (d) histological results showing successful macaque
V4D implantation.

Fig. 2 (a) A 13 × 13 Solidworks® 3-D model of the high-density UOA with a ∅1.5-mm TGV. (b) High
density array shown just prior to insertion resting on a marmoset’s primary visual cortex after craniotomy
and durotomy have been performed. (c) Postfixation tissue damage assessment shows the array caused
vascular damage as well as damage from the trauma of insertion, where high amounts of tissue have
been compressed between the array’s optrodes. Histological assessment of tissue damage was not per-
formed due to the level of tissue damage seen following device explantation. The white arrows mark the
insertion location of a single 150-μm electrode which was successful in recording neural spiking during
postinsertion optrode illumination. Active neural action potentials indicated the neural tissue close to the
optrodes around the TGV were still firing.
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grit was sprayed through a ∅2.0-mm tip at ∼100 PSI for
∼5 min until a ∅1.5-mm hole was drilled on the front side
of the array. The TGV removed nine inner optrodes, so it
was necessary to ensure no sharp edges remained of partially
etched optrodes.

2.1.2 Marmoset in vivo 13 × 13 UOA insertion

Marmoset was anesthetized as described in detail for macaques
in Sec. 2.5.1. A prototype 13 × 13 UOA was sterilized and
placed on the primary visual cortex of a sufentanil-anesthetized
[6 to 12 ðμg∕kgÞ∕h] marmoset monkey, as shown in Fig. 2(b),
after craniotomy and durotomy, and it was inserted using
a perpendicularly positioned, actuated pneumatic hammer
(Blackrock, Salt Lake City, Utah; 16 PSI, 600-μm depth range).
Significant tissue damage can be seen in Fig. 2, following post-
fixation removal of the device.

2.1.3 Marmoset electrophysiology through the TGV

Following insertion of the 13 × 13 high density array, a high
impedance epoxylite-coated tungsten microelectrode (1 to
2 MΩ, FHC Inc., Bowdoin, Maine) was advanced through
the TGV using a hydraulic micropositioner (Kopf Instruments,
Tujunga, California). Spikes were amplified and bandpass fil-
tered between 400 Hz and 5 kHz, and sampled at 22 kHz by
a dual-processor G5 Power Mac, running custom scripts on
EXPO software (courtesy of Dr. Peter Lennie, University of
Rochester, Rochester, New York). Visually evoked spiking
activity was recorded in response to high contrast (100%) drift-
ing (2 to 5 Hz) sinusoidal gratings (spatial frequency 0.5 to
4 cycles∕ deg) of varying orientation. Spikes were displayed
on a Sony GDM-C520K monitor with a mean luminance of
45 cdm−2 and at a viewing distance of 57 cm. However, visually
driven spiking activity was sluggish and spikes were rapidly
decaying, most likely due to the damage from insertion of the
high-density array.

2.2 Stereotaxic Atlas Plate Utility in UOA Design

The tissue damage caused by the prototype array prompted a
complete redesign of the device with anatomical considerations,
such as Paxinos16 region of interest, cortical layer(s) of interest,
and minimal invasiveness as a goal, using stereotaxic coordinate
atlases. A key feature of the stereotaxic coordinate system is that
it is based on standard right-handed 3-D Cartesian coordinate
system, where the x, y, and z axes have been mapped to ana-
tomical structures of the skull. The x or mediolateral (ML) axis
is the distance away from the sagittal suture or midline; the y or
anteroposterior (AP) axis is mapped to the interaural line; and
the z or dorsoventral (DV) axis is mapped to the distance from
the top of the skull at the 0 point. For this paper, the stereotaxic
coordinates are referenced to bregma and will look like their
Cartesian analog (ML, AP, and DV). These coordinates have
enormous utility for the neuroscientist in that they can be
used for targeting specific areas without the need to harm ani-
mals in trial and error experiments. Stereotaxic coordinate sys-
tems afford device engineers opportunities to exploit the
targeting of areas with customizing neural prostheses to the
area within the atlas plates of interest. By placing the atlas plates
covering the region of interest into a 3-D CAD program such as
Solidworks®, the designer can create a 3-D model of the space in
between plates that can then be used to create a custom

computer–brain interface and place it into the correct location
that is planned during the surgery.

2.3 Solidworks® 3-D Modeling of the Brain’s
Region of Interest

Solidworks® 3-D CAD was used to create a 3-D CAD model of
the region of interest in the brain by importing brain atlas plates
with stereotaxic coordinates, stitching the regions of interest
together, and rending as a 3-D CAD solid. The 3-D CAD model
was then used to design a custom 8 × 6UOA that was capable of
laying entirely within the region of interest in all 3-D and vir-
tually placed. Once placed, the array’s precise placement was
converted to stereotaxic coordinates for actual placement.
Maskless wafer-level microfabrication techniques for UOA
microfabrication12 were used to create the 8 × 6 UOA to target
layer VI of the dorsal region of visual area V4 (V4D) of the
macaque monkey (M. fascicularis) visual cortex. The 8 × 6
device was inserted with minimal acute tissue damage when
compared to the previous marmoset work and was suitable
for implantation into small rodents such as the common
mouse (M. musculus).

Calabrese17 atlas plates, with Paxinos16 V4D, were captured
from the Scalable Brain Atlas18 and then placed onto individual
planes within the Solidworks® CAD environment spaced at the
precise spacing they would be within the atlas (410 μm). Each
Paxinos16 region was outlined on each of the 23 plates of V4D

Fig. 3 (a) A portion of the Calabrese17 atlas plates as captured from
the Scalable Brain Atlas18 viewer showing the Paxinos16 region V4D
in Solidworks® with each of the Paxnos16 regions outlined with a B-
spline. (a) Conceptualized Solidworks® 3-D model with lofts between
the Paxinos16 regions of each plate of V4D shown between the start-
ing and ending plates. (c) Sagittal view of the 3-D model of V4D with
insertion marks where the 8 × 6 array has been virtually inserted. The
white arrows mark the centroid of interest for illumination of layer IV.
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with a B-spline (see Fig. 3), and the splines were lofted together
to create a single 3-D CADmodel of the V4D region. A centroid
of interest was identified within the 3-D CAD model for ideal
UOA placement. The customized UOA was placed at the cent-
roid of interest and virtually inserted at (ML ¼ 25.7 mm,
AP ¼ −29.3 mm, DV ¼ 27.1 mm). Figure 3 shows the spline
and lofting process along with the 3-D CAD model of V4D.

In principal, essentially any 3-D CAD package capable of
drawing basis-splines and 3-D lofts could be used for creating
the 3-D models of the brain, and during this research
AutoCAD®, ImageJ®, Solidworks®, and the Scalable Brain
Atlas were explored. Solidworks® proved to be better suited
for importing .jpg images directly into the model space. It
was possible to draw directly onto the .jpg in Solidworks® with-
out affecting the 3-D model that was created because the mod-
eling environment interpreted the .jpg as infinitely thin; thus, the
.jpg had no volume to skew the 3-D solid model.

2.4 Customization of an 8 × 6 UOA

Array design improvement started with a careful study of the
fine structures of the brain, using Paxinos16 regions, with
the goal of targeting a smaller area of the brain to minimize the
contact surface area of the array and its optrodes. Stereotaxic co-
ordinate system atlases are widespread, and typically show coro-
nal cross-sections of species specific brains, e.g., Fig. 3.16,19,20

The Scalable Brain Atlas18 is an internet-based atlas viewer

where researchers can display many different species: macaque,
mouse, rat, human, marmoset, and opossum. It is necessary to
select an atlas to view in the Scalable Brain’s18 user interface,
where the interface is broken into three main compartments:
(1) sagittal hemispherical cartoon view of atlas plates, (2) coronal
view of region of interest slice with Paxinos16 outlines, and
(3) regional hierarchy showing a list of regions present in the
selected atlas slice. The Calabrese17 et al. atlas is an MRI + DTI
atlas and did not use stereotaxic coordinates, so it was necessary
to convert the distances to stereotaxic coordinates using the
Scalable Brain’s18 measurement system. Screen selections
were captured from the Scalable Brain’s18 Atlas plate viewer
of gradient echo (GRE)-stained Calabrese17 plates, with
Paxinos16 region highlighted and imported into Solidworks®.
UOA fabrication has been well characterized in the previous
work13–15 where the general purpose12 UOA’s key features of
400-μm optrode pitch, 250-μm outer flange, and 500-μm-
thick backplane have been incorporated into a custom array.
Figure 4 shows conversion from the 13 × 13 high density
array to the 8 × 6 custom array.

2.5 Macaque (Macaca fascicularis)

Two anesthetized macaques were implanted with the custom-
ized 8 × 6 UOA during a scheduled nonrecoverable surgery.
As with the marmoset, these animals were part of an unrelated
electrophysiological experiment, and the implantation of the

Fig. 4 (Top left) Design parameters for both 13 × 13 and the 8 × 6 arrays set to the same scale. (Top right)
Side-by-side comparison of the 13 × 13 high density array and the much smaller 8 × 6 UOA. Key
differences are wider optrode spacing and the removal of all sharp edges that may contact neural tissue
on the UOA. Note: (Bottom left) Volumetric representation of neural tissue surrounding optrodes. Each
optrode compresses the tissue into the space between optrodes as they penetrate: (a) the 1.50 mm ×
0.250 mm × 0.250 mm optrode has a tissue volume to optrode volume of 2.58∶1, (b) the 0.500 mm ×
0.250 mm × 0.250 mm optrode has a tissue volume to optrode volume of 2.92∶1, and (c) the
0.500 mm ×∅0.075 mm optrode has a tissue volume to optrode volume of 40.1∶1. (Bottom right)
Paxinos16 region V4D with laminae conceptualized showing array tips at the boundary of layers III and IV.
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UOA was accomplished after those experiments were
completed.

2.5.1 Macaque in vivo 8× 6 UOA insertion

In vivo insertion of the 8 × 6 UOA was done on two macaque
monkeys (M. fascicularis) to assess the damage caused during
insertion, for comparison to the original marmoset (C. jacchus)
and to determine if V4D layer IV was properly targeted by
the device as designed. Monkeys were initially anesthetized
with ketamine (30 mg∕kg i.m.), isoflurane (2% in oxygen),
followed by continuous sufentanil citrate [7 − 10 ðμg∕kgÞ∕h
i.v.], fluid infusion [5 ðml∕kgÞ∕h i.v.], and artificially ventilated.
Anesthetic depth was assessed continuously via end-tidal CO2,
oximetry, heart rate, and blood pressure monitoring. Craniotomy
and durotomy were performed to expose cortical surface.
Following insertion of the UOA, the durotomy was closed
with a layer of sterile Gelfoam®, and the craniotomy was sealed
with dental cement. The experiment was terminated with a lethal
dose of pentobarbital (60 mg∕kg i.v.), and the animal perfused
with 4% paraformaldehyde and the brain removed for histology.

Prior to insertion, the optrodes were sterilized in chlorhex-
idine solution. One optrode was placed on the cortical surface
in an area devoid of large surface vasculature and inserted
using a perpendicularly positioned, actuated pneumatic hammer
(Blackrock, Salt Lake City, Utah; 10 PSI, 0.6-mm depth range)
at stereotaxic coordinates (ML ¼ 25.7 mm, AP ¼ −29.3 mm,
and DV ¼ 27.1 mm).

2.5.2 Macaque postexplantation histology

The optrode was removed from the brain following fixation,
brains were postfixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 6 h and cry-
oprotected in 30% sucrose. Brains were frozen-sectioned sagit-
tally at 40 μm and reacted for cytochrome oxidase. Sections
were mounted, dehydrated, defatted, and coverslipped. Sections
were photographed at low power (1.25× objective) on a Ziess
Axioskop 2 (Ziess, Oberkochen, Germany) using Neurolucida
software (MicroBrightField Bioscience, Williston, Vermont).

2.6 C57BL/6 Wild-Type (Mus musculus)

One UOAwas implanted into a single mouse as part of a sched-
uled recoverable surgery. The array was to gauge the animal’s
recovery and long-term tolerability of the device. A second
mouse was implanted as part of a Holobundle light delivery
system.21

2.6.1 Mouse in vivo insertion preparation

Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (2%), mounted on a sur-
gical frame and had their body temperature maintained.
Analgesia was administered locally (kamacaine, 8 mg∕kg s.c.),
topically (lidocaine HCl 2%), and systemically (buprenorphine
0.1 mg∕kg s.c.), dexamethasone (0.2 mg∕kg s.c.) were admin-
istered to reduce brain edema, meloxicam (0.1 mg∕kg s.c.) was
administered to prevent inflammation and occlusion of the glass
implant, and eye ointment (Duratears, Alcon-Couvreur) was
applied to prevent dryness. The right parietal bone was removed
from the midline to 4 mm lateral to the midline. Post-op treat-
ment included injections of broad-spectrum antibiotics (penicil-
lin–streptomycin) and analgesia (buprenorphine).

2.6.2 Mouse in vivo insertion of a UOA with a Holobundle
light delivery system

The UOA was used in conjunction with a specialized optoge-
netic light delivery system for transmitting defined light patterns
through the highly scattering mouse cortex.22 The modified
Holobundle system, based on the early apparatus described
by Farah et al.,21 uses computer-generated holography to project
light patterns into a custom fiber bundle matching the UOA’s
8 × 6 arrangement, which is designed to transmit the light pat-
tern into the bore of an MRI machine. The bundle’s termination
was encased in a guide coupled to a cortical connector for align-
ing the bundle and the UOA during repeated insertions, and a
beam for fixing the animal head to the MRI cradle. The
assembly was 3-D printed, MRI compatible, and bonded
together with cyanoacrylate prior to surgery. In addition, con-
nected UOAs were inserted into the cortex of two mice:
wild-type C57BL/6 mouse (M. musculus) and a transgenic
mouse expressing channelrhodopin-2-eYFP under a Thy1.2 pro-
moter (strain: B6.Cg-Tg(Thy1-COP4/EYFP)9Gfng/J, Jackson
Laboratories, Bar Harbor, Maine). The dimensions of the
8 × 6 UOA match the distance between the bregma and lambda
points of the mouse skull and supports removal of the parietal
bone along the suture lines to avoid excessive bleeding or damage
to brain tissue.

3 Results
The 8 × 6 UOAwas successfully designed and fabricated using
the same wafer-level techniques as previously described.12

Implantation of the customized UOA showed far less blunt
force trauma and vasculature laceration than was seen with
the high density 13 × 13 optrode array. The 8 × 6 custom
array was also successful in targeting the boundary between
layer III and layer IV, which would allow illumination of
layer IV as designed. In addition, it is shown that the UOA
could be customized to target specific neurons within the
motor cortex of C57BL/6 wild-type mouse (M. musculus).

3.1 Atlas 3-D CAD Brain Modeling

The Calabrese17 plates were not readily available in an image
format suitable for Solidworks® 3-D CAD modeling, so it
was necessary to retrieve .jpg images, with the Paxinos16 regions
of V4D, from the Scalable Brain Atlas18 as 23 individual screen
shots. Lofting between the Solidworks® splined regions was far
from ideal because of the complex shapes of some of the plates’
splines. The loft generator had a tendency to miscalculate the
loft when the spline perimeter tended to compress, so some
of the lofts appeared to have singularities where an MRI 3-D
scan would not have these singularities. Overall, the 3-D gen-
erated model was successful in allowing the virtual placement of
the custom 8 × 6 UOAwithin the atlas plates. Paxinos’s16 atlas
plates were used to measure the predicted layer thicknesses for
the 3-D model of the 8 × 6 optrode lengths, because the
Calabrese17 atlas plates did not sufficiently highlight the layers
of V4D.

3.2 Customized 8 × 6 UOA Fabrication

Array fabrication was successfully accomplished (see Fig. 5)
using the maskless microfabrication techniques previously
reported by this group.12 Soda-lime microscope slides were
used to create the custom 8 × 6 UOA used in this work.
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Dicing and wet etching were as predicted, but firing the arrays to
remove the surface roughness of the dicing and etching proc-
esses proved difficult. Over-temperature or over-timed firing
caused the optrodes to slump, making them not suitable for
implantation, so it was necessary to adjust the firing schedule
to better fire the shorter optrodes of the custom UOA. Firing
also caused the optrodes to shrink by up to 25% during firing
and widen from 75 to 100 μm. Each of these effects was suc-
cessfully accounted for in the final devices that were implanted
in this study.

3.3 Marmoset V1 Tissue Damage Assessment

The high-density UOA caused significant damage and some
blood loss in marmoset (C. jacchus) primary visual cortex,23

as seen in Fig. 2. Postmortem inspection showed the high-den-
sity device displaced >400 μm of gray matter and compressed
it in between 150 μm of optrode spacing. Lacerations were
observed due to high amount of blunt force trauma of the
square optrodes. This damage made it necessary to improve
the array’s design and microfabrication techniques, and at
the same time eliminate the need for in vivo trial insertion
iterations for array improvement using stereotaxic coordinate
atlases. Stereotaxic coordinate system atlases are common-
place, so they were used to identify the location of the array’s
placement, the array’s perimeter, and the overall size of the
craniotomy that was needed to insert the device with minimal
invasiveness. This method was adapted to the microfabrication
technique of the UOA.12

The prototype 13 × 13 device’s failure as an implant was
somewhat offset by the success of a ∅1.5-mm TGV that was
grit ablated through the backplane of the array. Electrical record-
ings were made through the TGV with a stereotactic-mounted
150-μmmonopolar microelectrode. This indicated that while the
prototype device caused damage, there were still viable neurons
within the neocortical columns capable of firing. This was an
important discovery with the prototype device because it was
initially unknown whether or not tissue compression would
damage the neurons directly below the TGV.

3.4 Macaque V4D Histology

Upon array explantation, histology of sagittal sections of area
V4D showed the device’s tips reached the boundaries of
layer III and layer IVof V4D as designed. Cytochrome oxidase
staining highlights revealed force trauma to cortical layers as the
light gray “halo” seen throughout the insertion wound of Fig. 5.
Histology was not performed on the marmoset when the high
density 13 × 13 device was explanted because of the damage
suggesting the macaque implant represented an improvement
in design.

3.5 Displaced Tissue Reduction by Controlling
Optrode Shape

Figure 4 shows three CAD models of optrodes surrounded by a
rectangular volume of tissue, and Table 1 shows the ratio of tis-
sue volume to optrode volume for the three optrode models.
Ratio of tissue-affected volume was quantified using a ratio
of total tissue volume to optrode-displaced tissue volume. A sin-
gle bullet-shaped optrode from the 8 × 6 UOA has a tissue-
affected volume ratio of 40∶1 that means there is 40 times
more surrounding tissue for the optrode’s displaced tissue to
push into. On the contrary, there is only a 2.56∶1 ratio for
the 1.5-mm-square optrode of the 13 × 13 UOA.

3.6 Mouse In Vivo Insertion of a UOA-Holobundle

Connectors with the UOA were successfully implanted in two
mice. The first mouse implanted with the UOA exhibits normal
behavior and has not developed any adverse symptoms, infec-
tions, or occlusion of the implant for more than 6 months. The
modified Holobundle system shown in Fig. 6 can control all the
individual fibers and project various patterns at the glass end-
plate of the bundle (except for a single misassembled fiber in
the corner of the array), with negligible insertion loss of the
fiber bundle to the cortical connector and minimal output
power instability during repeated attachments. A second trans-
genic mouse expressing channelrhodopsin-2 was implanted
with the aligned connector (see Fig. 6) without serious post-
op complications, and will be used to validate the device

Fig. 5 (a) A customized 8 × 6 UOA to specifically target layer IV of Paxinos16 macaque area V4D.
The UOA is fabricated out of soda-lime microscope slides using maskless wafer-level microfabrica-
tion processes.12 (b) Postperfusion histochemical staining with cytochrome oxidase of sagittal sec-
tions of area V4D showed the array was successfully inserted into V4D and reached the boundary
between layers III and IV, which would allow for illumination of layer IV during optogenetic studies.
The same device was successfully used for holographic projection into motor cortex of the common
mouse.
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effectiveness for optogenetic stimulation, and will be reported at
a later publication.

4 Conclusion
This study shows that UOA’s can be customized using
Solidworks® 3-D CAD model of the visual cortical area V4D
of the macaque and of the motor cortex of C57BL/6 wild-
type mouse. The 8 × 6 UOA has been inserted in wild-type
mouse for over 6 months with no adverse reactions, showing
excellent biocompatibility. Based on a histological assessment,
the device causes a small amount of sharp force trauma at the
base of the optrode tips, but this damage is easily repaired during
postimplantation recovery. A customized 8 × 6 array was suc-
cessfully fabricated reducing blunt force trauma and laceration
of tissue, and the device successfully inserted at the boundary
between layers III and IV for optogenetic illumination of layer
IV. Insertion damage was far less than that caused by using a
13 × 13 high density UOA. Final dimensions of the customized
8 × 6 were optrode length (400 μm), optrode width (75 μm),
optrode pitch (400 μm), backplane thickness (500 μm), and
overall form factor (3.45 mm × 2.65 mm). It was reported
that a TGV was fabricated using 25-μm grit ablation to drill
through the backplane of the 8 × 6 UOA. This design allows

for simultaneous electrical recording in the middle of the
UOA and backplane illumination.

Solidworks® 3-D CAD was successfully used to create a
3-D model of Paxinos16 region visual macaque visual cortical
area V4D. Calabrese17 atlas plates were imported into
Solidworks® from the Scalable Brain,18 the region of interest
was B-splined, and each B-splined region was lofted together.
The UOAwas designed, modeled in Solidworks®, and virtually
inserted into the 3-D CAD model of the brain region of interest.
This allowed for the array design to be iterated without the need
of multiple insertions into a live animal reducing the cost of ani-
mals for future study. The major differences between the proto-
type and the stereotactically designed UOAs are rounded
optrodes, tuned optrode length for specific layer targeting,
smaller footprint, reduced numbers of optrodes per array, and
lower light intensity requirements. In each of the parameters,
we see a marked improvement over the 13 × 13 array.

This study proves that previous anatomical atlases can be
exploited to create virtual 3-D anatomical models to customize
implantable multioptrode and multielectrode arrays without the
use of animals in trial and error experiments. Prior to in vivo
experimentation, researchers can use 3-D CAD software to cre-
ate a 3-D anatomical model of the region of interest and use that

Fig. 6 (a) View of the cortical connector from below after alignment, projecting a pattern of seven lit
fibers. (b) The cortical connector with the UOA implanted in a mouse.

Table 1 Ratio of volumetric tissue affected by a single optrode.

Figure 4
optrode

Optrode
dimensions (mm)

Tissue
dimensions (mm) Optrode type

Tissue
volume (mm3)

Optrode
volume (mm3)

Tissue to
optrode ratio

(a) 1.50 × 0.250 × 0.250 1.50 × 0.390 × 0.390 Square with pyramidal tip 0.228 0.0890 2.56∶1

(b)a 0.500 × 0.250 × 0.250 0.500 × 0.390 × 0.390 Square with pyramidal tip 0.076 0.0260 2.92∶1

(c) 0.500 ×∅0.075 0.500 × 0.400 × 0.400 Bullet 0.078 0.0019 40.1∶1

aConceptualized optrode created for ratio comparison.
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virtual model to design a device suitable for implantation to min-
imize invasiveness and injury to the animal. By eliminating the
need for live animals to design a device, this method dramati-
cally accelerates device development by optimizing the device
for size and placement within the anatomical region of interest.
An additional benefit of this research is that it shows that atlas
coordinate systems can be used in conjunction with 3-D CAD to
assist in the placement of the actual device. This is achieved
using the 3-D CAD anatomical model, virtually placing the
device, and using the CAD’s internal measurement system to
determine the placement during the actual surgery. In this
work, stereotaxic coordinates were used in both the 3-D ana-
tomical model as well as the virtual placement of the device;
the virtual placement measurements were then transferred to
the stereotactic-mounted pneumatic hammer used for UOA
placement. Overall, this work shows great utility to the func-
tional anatomist as well as the neuroscientist.
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